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Q-INVARIANT AND Sl ACTIONS

KAORU ONO

(Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)

Abstract. If a closed spin manifold admits an S    action of odd type, then

its a-invariant vanishes.

Introduction

A spin structure on an m-dimensional oriented manifold Ai is a principal

Spin(m) bundle P on M, which is a fiberwise double covering of the ori-

ented orthonormal frame bundle of M. The a-invariant is a spin cobordism

invariant with values in KO*(pt) and coincides with the A-genus in case of

4k-dimension [A-B-S], [A-S V], [H], [M]. The ^-genus of spin manifolds is an

obstruction to metrics of positive scalar curvature [L] and an obstruction to

nontrivial S actions [A-H]. It is known that, if M carries a metric of positive

scalar curvature, the a-invariant a(M) vanishes [H]. On the other hand the

a-invariant does not necessarily vanish for spin manifolds admitting nontrivial

S1 actions. For example, the circle S1 with the product spin structure has

nonvanishing a-invariant and admits an 5" action of even type. Here an S

action on M is called of even (resp. odd) type, if the S action can (resp.

cannot) be lifted to the spin structure P. (Sl has another spin structure which

is induced from the spin structure of the two-dimensional disk D . The a-

invariant of this spin manifold is zero, and the S action is of odd type.) Since

the a-invariant is an algebraic homomorphism from the spin cobordism ring

to KO*(pt), product manifolds of Sl with the product spin structure and 8-

dimensional spin manifolds with odd ^4-genus have nonvanishing a-invariant

and admit free S actions. An example of such eight-dimensional spin mani-

folds can be found in [M]. (Note that the [generalized] Rochlin theorem implies

that there are no (8rC+4)-dimensional closed spin manifolds with odd /i-genus).
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The purpose of this note is to show the following:

Theorem. Let M be a closed spin manifold of 8k + 1 or 8k + 2 dimension. If

M admits an odd S   action, then the a-invariant a(M) is zero.

Ochanine and Landweber and Stong proved that the index of the Dirac op-

erator twisted by certain vector bundles vanishes if the action is semifree and

of odd type [L-S], [O]. To prove the above theorem, we show the vanishing of

the index of the real Dirac operator.

1. Spin representations and the real Dirac operator

First of all, we review the real Dirac operator. The Clifford algebra Cl(U)

associated with (8k+ 1)- or (8 k+ 2)-dimensional Euclidean vector spaces U

is a simple algebra, and there is a unique irreducible graded representation

of Cl(U). V = V © V1 denotes the representation space. Associated with

this representation and the spin structure P we get a graded vector bundle

E = E 0 E , which is a bundle of modules over the Clifford algebra bundle.

The real Dirac operator is defined as follows:

D = Zer^e,

where {e(} is a local orthonormal frame of M and et- is Clifford multiplication

by e,.

In case of 8k + 1 dimension, the a-invariant equals dimRker(D: r(£'0) —►

T(EX)) (mod2). In case of 8k + 2 dimension, V = Vo 0 V1 has the complex

structure induced from Clifford multiplication by ux ■ ■ ■ usk+2, where {u } is an

oriented orthonormal basis of U. Thus E = E ©F1 has complex vector bundle

structure. The a-invariant equals dimcker(Z): T(E°) —► T(E[)) (mod2) [A-S],

[A-S V].

2. Rigidity of the Dirac operator

Atiyah and Hirzebruch proved the vanishing of the equivariant index of the

Dirac operator [A-H]. M denotes a closed spin manifold with S1 action. By

taking the double covering action, the Sl action may be assumed to be lifted to

the spin structure P. The Dirac operator D± acting on ± spinor bundles 5,±

is S -invariant; hence, we can define the equivariant index ind(D) € R(Sl).

The Atiyah and Hirzebruch theorem says ind(D) = 0 in R(Si). If M is

(8k + 2)-dimensional, the ± spinor bundle S± are nothing but the real spinor

bundle E = E © El , with the complex vector bundle structure mentioned

above. Hence the underlying real vector bundles of S+ and S~ are the same

and the complex vector bundle structures are opposite to each other.

Lemma. Let M bean (8k + 2)-dimensional closed spin manifold with S action

of even type. We write ker(D+) = Y,aktk and ker(£T) = Y,bktk in R(Sl) S

Z[t, t~1]. Then we have

ak = a_k   and   bk = b_k.
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Proof. By the Atiyah-Hirzebruch theorem, we have ^2akt -¿^,bkt =0;i.e.,

ak = bk for any k. Since S+ and S" are complex conjugates, ak = b_k holds

for any k . Hence we get the conclusion.

Remarks.

( 1 ) We regard this statement as the rigidity property of the Dirac operator

on 8k + 2-dimensional spin manifolds. Here the rigidity means that the

equivariant index in KO~2(pt) = Z/2Z © Z[t] ■ t belongs to the image

of the homomorphism KO~2(pt) —► KO~2(pt).

(2) Since the homomorphism KO~\pt) -> KO~¡l(pt) is an isomorphism,

the rigidity property of the Dirac operator in the above sense holds

automatically in dimension 8k + 1.

3. Proof of theorem

Let M be a closed spin manifold with an odd 51 action and E = E° © El

the real spinor bundle (§1). By taking the double covering action, the Sl action

becomes of even type and the space of harmonic spinors is an S   module.

1. (8k + 1 )-dimensional case. The space of ker(Z): T(E°) —> T(E1)) decom-

poses into the direct sum of S modules © W¡, where / is the weight of W¡

as a real Sl module. Since W¡, / # 0, is even-dimensional, a(M) = dimR W0

(mod 2). Sl acts trivially on WQ ; especially, -1 acts trivially. On the other

hand, we are considering the double covering action so that -1 acts as an iden-

tity on M. Hence it can be seen as the gauge transformation of P and turns

out -1 in P xAd Spin(m) c Cl(M). Hence -1 acts on E as (-1) times

identity; especially, -1 acts on W0 as the multiplication by -1. Therefore,

we get IV0 = 0, which implies the conclusion.

2. (8k + 2)-dimensional case. The space ker(Z): F(E ) -* T(E )) decomposes

into the direct sum of complex S modules ¿~1 Nk , where k is the weight of

Nk as a complex S module. By the lemma in §2, Nk and N_k have the same

dimension. Hence we get a(M) = dimc7V0 (mod 2). The rest of the proof

continues in a way similar to that of the case of 8k + 1 dimension.

Remark. The statement for 8/c + 1 dimension follows from the one for 8k+ 2

dimension. Let M be an (8/c + 1 )-dimensional spin manifold with an odd S

action. Consider the product spin manifold of M and Sl with product spin

structure. M x S   admits an odd Sl action, and a(M x S ) = a(M) holds.
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